
I f you believe the head-lines,
you may think Web services are
the answer to e-business application

challenges. Web services do offer a number of
benefits, such as cross-platform interoperability, component reuse,
and direct support of business process flow. Most Web services will
need access to data stored in mainframes and other legacy systems,
which will require host integration (direct connection to host data) or
host publishing (presentation of host data). The integration of host data
can present a significant barrier to the rollout of Web services, or not,
depending on the approach.

Historically, legacy integration has been difficult, inflexible, slow to
implement and expensive—barriers that are all in direct conflict with
e-business requirements. Due to time-to-market pressures, Draconian cost
controls and skeletal IT staffs, enterprises now require even complex tasks,
such as legacy integration, to be simple, flexible, fast and cost-effective.

THE TRUTH ABOUT WEB SERVICES

Arguably, the Web services concept is not new. Middleware has been
providing services that enable applications to communicate with each
other for more than a decade. What is new is the level at which these
services take place—XML is providing the foundation language for
Web services to communicate.

Middleware resides between
the operating systems and the

applications. In the case of Web services,
“services” operate at the higher application

layer as well as the middle tier. In the case of legacy integra-
tion, the goal is to extract and represent host IT information assets
either as data access elements, business application logic, or screen
presentation layout.

More than 80 percent of the information critical to business still
resides on legacy systems, including IBM mainframes, Unix servers,
DEC VAX minicomputers, IBM AS/400 and others. The decades-old
applications running on these legacy systems contain over 85 percent
of the pivotal business logic that sustains and controls worldwide com-
merce on a 24x7 basis.

Legacy systems are not limited to large-scale computers, however. The
term extends to any existing IT asset that remains critical to business oper-
ations. And, since the value of Web services lies in their ability to support
existing and enable new business processes, Web services must be able to
work together with the breadth of mission-critical enterprise applications.

The other alternative is to rewrite existing applications or change
back-end systems, which is expensive, time-consuming, disruptive, and
unnecessary. True, a lot of legacy applications date back to the 1960s
or 1970s that are written in COBOL or Assembler code. Gaining
insight into the data structures and execution flow of these applications
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is difficult and extremely time-consuming, even impossible in some
cases. Nonetheless, the business logic contained in these applications is
often crucial to the success of a business.

Accessing legacy source code is one of the “thorns” of legacy integra-
tion because it is expensive and risky. First, you need to find an expert
who can understand the source code and can explain the business logic.
Then, if changes are made to the source code, it may adversely affect
something else in the application. 

To avoid these challenges, some IT shops ponder rewriting legacy
applications—but choose not to—because the outcome is redundant.
Why rewrite a new credit authorizing sub-routine when an AS/400 rou-
tine has been successfully performing this function for 12 years?

Middleware technologies gained a lot of momentum in the last
decade because they proved it was cheaper and more efficient to pro-
vide “glue” between systems than rewrite legacy applications.

EAI, middleware and other mid-tier solutions like host publishing
and integration tools are also necessary in the case of Web services.
Web services provide a means of communicating business logic among
applications; however, they are not inherently able to reuse legacy data
as the original application designer intended. Legacy applications have
their own business logic, which means a series of events occurs in a
specific manner that yield a specific result. A financial transaction that
appears to an end user as a single transaction may actually comprise a
dozen or more sub-transactions that occur behind the scenes in back-
end systems. In the absence of understanding this logic, Web services
developers may find themselves faced with some nasty surprises.

CAN’T WE JUST AVOID LEGACY INTEGRATION?

Some Web developers have been avoiding the legacy integration
challenge altogether by developing Web applications or Web sites that
operate independently of back-end systems. In the absence of real-time
connectivity, they provide an on-screen message that reads, “Thank
you for your request. We will respond in 24 hours.” This asynchronous
approach to business, which relies on hidden manual tasks, is unac-
ceptable, particularly in light of Web services that are meant to connect
business processes in real-time. Customers now demand real-time 24x7
access to Web-based products.

Large companies are spending hundreds of billions of dollars and
several months completely re-engineering their corporations with the
help of big-name systems integrators. However, most CTOs/CIOs are
being tasked with maximizing existing resources.

Web services will facilitate host access and data sharing in complex
e-business applications, which will require three layers of processing—
host connectivity, host asset capture and information delivery. Each of
these three processing layers has its unique set of requirements and
each will typically be developed by different people with different
expertise and backgrounds.

Traditional enterprise applications have not historically aligned with
actual business processes. In the absence of expensive customizations,
businesses have had to adapt their business processes to conform to
application functionality. By contrast, business processes drive the func-
tionality of e-business applications and Web services, which is why “task
forces” of cross-departmental team players have been assembled to
enable e-business within their organizations. In the case of Web services,
e-business developers will handle the logic functions, all of which may
be expressed as information objects that may be assembled and reused.
Applications specialists with line-of-business expertise will handle the

business logic, traditional developers will handle the data logic, and Web
developers will handle the presentation logic.

Reusable objects may contain the business logic required to generate
a piece of information, or the logic to invoke some processing by an
underlying host system, such as updating a field in a database or running
a transaction. These small information objects may be snapped together
to create larger business objects that represent a business process.

Host integration also allows existing host application business logic
to be used to build new applications. Ideally, host business logic should
be able to be presented as a JavaBean, an XML document or Microsoft
COM object since these are the primary building blocks of Web serv-
ices. Many popular applications already support JavaBeans, XML and
COM. These applications include customer relationship management
(CRM), supply chain management (SCM) and enterprise resource
management (ERP). Using their business logic may be accomplished
more easily than hand-coding a connector or relying solely on applica-
tion programming interfaces (APIs).

Similarly, host transactions may be encapsulated as JavaBeans, XML
type documents or COM objects. This means Web services may draw
on a number of data sources without regard for where the information
resides. By working at the information level and by reusing rather than
reinventing existing business processes, the time and costs of building
Web services may be accomplished faster and at a lower cost.

OTHER LEGACY CONSIDERATIONS

Since Web services must co-exist with existing IT systems, the frame-
work must be able to handle the detailed structure of relational databases
such as table names, queries and result sets. In addition, the framework for
Web services must support unstructured terminal applications (logon
sequences, 3270 screen layouts and field lengths), and object-based infor-
mation sources. For example, if a Web service is accessing a database, the
host integration layer must understand the layout of the columns in a table
and the queries needed to obtain the required information. In the case of
a business transaction, such as inventory lookup, the host integration layer
must understand how to invoke the underlying transactions to perform the
lookup and interpret the results. At runtime, the Web service references
the host integration layer, which in turn executes the operations required
to connect to the data source. The host integration layer navigates to the
right place and extracts specific pieces of information that will be pre-
sented by the Web service.

IT programmers familiar with back-end systems can build a set of
information models in COM, JavaBeans or XML that define all of the
enterprise data elements that can be used by new Web services.
Similarly, an information object can be adapted to any type of presen-
tation—as part of an HTML Web page or XML document, or returning
it as the value of an ActiveX control of a JavaBean.

Being able to reuse an ever-growing pool of “company-specific”
components in JavaBean, COM or XML form greatly accelerates the
development of new applications and the extension of existing ones.
New applications and Web services can be built very rapidly by recon-
figuring how a set of existing components interact with each other,
then adding new business logic specific to the new application or Web
service. This functional scalability is crucial in the fast-changing
world of e-business. Reusing tested, proven business logic also
reduces the amount of testing required and lowers the risk of errors.

Host integration can also give legacy applications new life and new
value by making these standalone application “silos” actually work
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together and exchange information in ways that
were never anticipated or intended. This is par-
ticularly important in the case of e-commerce
applications and Web services that cut across
virtually every island of information within an
organization. No application silo, even huge
application suites such as ERP systems, con-
tains all of the information needed to build a
successful e-commerce solution or Web service.

At the technology level, independence is a
virtue, but at the business process level, applica-
tion interdependence is essential. By integrating
(utilizing) Web services, legacy applications can
be used in new ways, which extends their value
to the organization.

WHAT ABOUT APPLICATION
SERVERS?

Today, all the computing infrastructure
providers—Microsoft, IBM, BEA, Sun/
Netscape, HP and Oracle—offer their own
middle-tier platforms. While they provide
powerful infrastructure-level programming
tools, they do not allow quick and easy access
to host assets. Host integration becomes a
strategic back-end connector between these
platforms and the host systems. It enhances
the value of these deployment platforms by
simplifying and expediting host asset access
and integration. E-business application devel-
opers are already delivering applications 50%-
100% faster!

Host integration may be installed on an appli-
cation server for interoperability with a Web
services framework, such as .NET. When a host
transaction is represented as COM/DCOM,
Web services can invoke host assets from any
COM-compliant environment. Host assets rep-
resented as COM/DCOM may also be run from
within any Visual Basic programs or Active
Server Pages (ASPs) in Microsoft’s Internet
Information Services (IIS).

Similarly, host transactions represented as
JavaBeans may be invoked from a Java-com-
pliant environment, or run from within J2EE
applications or JSPs. In either case, developers
can use familiar tools—Visual Basic.NET,
Delphi, Forte for Java and others—to build
Web applications and Web services.

CAN’T WE JUST CONNECT TO
LEGACY SYSTEMS IN JAVA?

In a word, yes. Connecting Web services or
Web applications to legacy systems may be
accomplished using Java, C++, Visual Basic,
Visual C, or Delphi. However, low-level systems

development is more expensive and time-
consuming than automating the process
using visual host integration tools. Consider
the following example.

A long-distance carrier acquires a local call-
ing service and a cellular telephone service.
Each business unit uses a different database
and maintains separate billing records. For
competitive reasons, the telecommunications
company decides to offer a common billing
statement that includes discounts for sub-
scribers who use more than one service.

If writing in Java, the development and mar-
keting teams will need to meet several times to
ensure business processes are accurately
reflected in Web service functionality. The
first step is to create connections for the local
billing records on a mainframe host. If the
Java programmer is not familiar with 3270
emulation, he has a lot to learn. The billing
application navigation is hard-coded in Java,
so any changes to the host application or net-
work protocols will require manual changes to
the connection and navigation code.

Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) inter-
faces are used to create a connection to the
cellular billing database, and a JavaBean
interface is created to connect the proprietary
long-distance billing database API. Business
logic is then created to transform the three
disparate billing formats into a common
form, and then business logic is applied to
discounts. The discounts themselves are
hard-coded parameters. Modifying these
later will require manual coding.

(Java Server Page) JSP templates are built
that integrate the billing information into a
Web page and the Web service is tested. It runs
too slowly to retrieve information simultane-
ously from all three databases, which requires
more Java code.

Before the system is deployed, the telecom-
munications company acquires an Internet
service provider (ISP). Now a component has
to be written for that database. Further, the
billing and integration components must also
be modified. The Web service is then tested
and deployed in roughly 3-5 weeks. Of that
time, approximately 60%-70% was spent
looking up information in manuals.

By contrast, host integration can deliver
identical functionality in 5 days. Of that time,
only 20%-30% is spent on the environment;
the rest is focused on the application.

In this scenario, business and IS program-
mers are working in parallel on the business
and data logic. Relationships between compo-
nents are established on-screen using a visual

builder. The IS programmer writes connec-
tions to each of the billing systems.

The business programmer creates an infor-
mation rule to combine the billing records,
then writes business logic to apply discounts
to the gross bill. Using a familiar Web design
tool, a template is built that integrates billing
information into a Web page. The initial
systemtest succeeds because the information
rules have been configured to support multi-
tasking and multiple concurrent users. The
ISP acquisition does not present an insur-
mountable problem because establishing a
connection to its Sybase database only
requires the addition of an information rule.
Further, billing and integration components
can be modified quickly and easily to support
another billing format and discount.

In short, host integration automates, simpli-
fies, and accelerates the otherwise complex task
of integrating legacy assets into e-business
applications and Web services.

CONCLUSION

Most e-business applications using Web
services will need to access information stored
in legacy systems at some point during their
execution. Rewriting or replacing legacy
applications will rarely be an option, so a
mechanism must be used to connect Web serv-
ices and legacy applications.

Web services use legacy information in a
different way than traditional enterprise appli-
cations. In the past, APIs and middleware may
have been used to provide application connec-
tivity. Since Web services connect business
processes and business logic, they must be
able to extract business logic and data from
anywhere the information resides without
regard for the location of the data.

Host integration and publishing systems pro-
vide an efficient means of leveraging legacy
assets. They support important standards
important to Web services such as COM, XML
and JavaBeans, among others.

Using host integration tools, enterprises can
quickly and cost-effectively create Web serv-
ices that co-exist with existing systems and
accurately reflect business processes.  
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